Installation Instructions
LED WORK LIGHT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions apply to the LED-9006-50K, LED-9010-50K and LED-9015-50K work lights.
Prior to installation, please read the entire installation instructions.
Suitable for use in dry or damp locations.
To reduce risk of electric shock and fire, do not connect any equipment or devices to the light string.
Do not modify or cut any cables, housings or lamps.
Not for use in environments where explosive or corrosive gases are present.
This device is not intended for use with Emergency Exits.

Notes:

A remote control is included with each light. The remote control
will work with any work lights from this series.
If the remote control is lost or damaged and the lights are off,
the lights can still be used. To reset the light string,
unplug the lights from the power source for 20 seconds.
The lights will reset and come on when they are plugged in.

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
Input Voltage

Power
consumption

Lumen Output

LED-9006-50K

120 VAC 50/60 Hz

60W

6,600

LED-9010-50K

120 VAC 50/60 Hz

100W

11,000

LED-9015-50K

120 VAC 50/60 Hz

150W

16,500

Model

CONTENTS

IP Rating
Damp Location
IP64
Damp Location
IP64
Damp Location
IP64

Daisy Chain

Lamp Size

up to 600 watts total

6.2" diameter x 10.7" height

up to 600 watts total

6.2" diameter x 12.2" height

up to 600 watts total

6.2" diameter x 13.4" height

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1 work light with power cord
1 Instruction Sheet
1 Remote Control

INSTALLATION NOTES

• Please do not cut, disassemble or disconnect the
lights, housings or wiring.
• When connecting the lights in a daisy chain manner,
it is acceptable to mix LED-9006-50K, LED-9010-50K,
and LED-9015-50K so long as the total power draw
of the strand is less than 600 watts.

• Use caution when handling the lights. Turn off or
disconnect power to lights before handling lights.
• The lights are equipped with a resettable fuse. If
the light strand does not operate, disconnect the
lamp from the power source for at least 20 seconds
and then re-connect it.

• Do not connect other loads such as power tools,
appliances or space heaters to the light string.

1.) Ensure that the power supply provides 120VAC, and has adequate capacity for the
lights that will be installed. Do not connect the lights to the power source until
they are mounted in the desired locations.

2.) Position lights where desired and connect power to lights in a daisy chain
arrangement. If attaching to an overhead pipe or support, please ensure that it has
adequate strength to support the lights. Use the built in mounting hook or a strong
cable tie, chain or wire to securely fasten the light to the overhead support.
After mounting the lights, please ensure that:
• Lights are clear of any flammable materials.
• Lights and cables are clear of anything that may cause damage such as sharp
objects, abrasive objects and impact.
• Lights and cable are clear of personnel or equipment that may cause damage or
injury.
• Lamp cords are safely mounted and have some slack to allow for movement and
to ensure cords are not under tension.
3.) When all lights are securely mounted, confirm that the power draw will be less than
600 watts.
4.) Plug in the power cable to confirm that lights are operating correctly.
If desired, the remote control can be used to turn the lights on and off.
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